Subject: Auxiliary Power Connections

Models: Chevrolet Caprice PPV (w SEO K5S-auxiliary battery)

Model Years: 2011-2014

Date: January 08, 2013

Revision Date: August 12, 2013

ADVISORY:

Condition:
Improper electrical connections using the power studs on the Isolation Relay rather the provided power studs. Any added power circuit in the trunk electrical center should not utilize the studs on the isolation relay.

Recommendation:
The Caprice PPV equipped with the auxiliary battery (SEO K5S) utilizes an isolation relay to protect the auxiliary battery from being discharged during engine starting. To eliminate the possibility of improper power tapping refer to the image below to identify the location of the proper power taps on vehicles equipped with the auxiliary battery (SEO K5S) which is located in the trunk of the vehicle directly behind the RH wheel.
Auxiliary Power Taps (shown with cover open)

Open Cover

Isolation Relay – Do not use for power taps